
Paris’ metropolis

Plateforms for an alternative, just 
and cooperative planning

Three OBJECTIVES and four KNOW-HOW

Towards a system of platforms for grassroot citizen parti-
cipation  ?
Locally in the neighbourhoods but also at a mtropolitan 
scale.
Focused on planning as a central issue, but also of course 
on other issues directly connected : environnement, 
culture, social economy, transports, housing...

What are the groups that could potentialy contribute to 
this platforms ecosystem and that have indispensable skills 
and know-how ? 
This inventory is both too wide (some groups won’t partici-
pate) and too restricted (many groups are not yet mentio-
ned because of ignorance).

This visualisation is an ongoing tool that needs to be rede-
signed through collective workshops. qui doit être remis 
sur la table lors d’ateliers collectifs to define progressively 
who could/would participate to this platforms ecosystem 

Sharing of content or news

Discussion forums for contributors

Platform (carto, wiki or agregation)

On the ground and/or from citizen data

and what would be its content and architecture.

Appuii network has already started reflexions and collec-
tive workshops around this issue.
À noter aussi le projet de Plateforme Web des Alterna-
tives en cours de développement à l’échelle nationale.
 
Here below the interactive versions of this poster’s maps :
Map of the 3 objectives : making visible, sharing 
knowledge and strenghtening cooperations / alliances.
https://kumu.io/nicolas/plateforme-alternatives-metropole-parisienne#objectifssavoir-faire

Map of the 4 know-how : programming and webdesign 
skills, working from and with grassroot neighbourhoods, 
innovating in participatory processes to outreach a large 
and diverse audience, and finally, define governance fra-
meworks for citizen coproduction.
https://kumu.io/nicolas/plateforme-alternatives-metropole-parisienne#objectifssavoir-faire/4-savoir-faire

With  justMap  justmail@justmap.eu and Civic Wise

Four KNOW-HOW :  programming and webdesign skills, working from and with grassroot 
neighbourhoods, innovating in participatory processes to outreach a large and diverse audience, 
and finally, define governance frameworks for citizen coproduction.

Three OBJECTIVES :  making visible, sharing knowledge and 
strenghtening cooperations / alliances.
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